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Top Stories
Department of Psychology partners with OSU
07/07/16
Fort Hays State University’s Department of Psychology recently entered
a memorandum of understanding with Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, to provide qualified FHSU psychology students guaranteed
admission and funding into OSU’s School of Psychology Ph.D. program.
More

Features
Largest summer camp brings young musicians
and accomplished guest artists to Fort Hays
State
07/07/16
Dr. Ivalah Allen is looking forward to the 70th anniversary of Fort Hays
State University’s High Plains Music Camp, the largest of FHSU's
summer camps.
“We’re already gearing up for next year,” said Allen, in her fifth year as
camp director this year. “We’re making plans for some significant
clinicians but also some fun things around the camp, too.” More

Professor combines his passion for history,
movies in classroom
07/05/16
Dr. David Goodlett uses his passion for movies to help him when he
teaches about his other passion -- history.
Goodlett, associate professor of history, enters his 20th year teaching
at Fort Hays State University this fall. He has found that movies are
something his students can relate to when he is trying to make a point
in class. More

Accomplishments and Happenings
FHSU students travel to California to present
research on possible Kansas fossil sites
07/07/16
Researching and locating potential fossil sites in Kansas led four Fort
Hays State University students to San Diego to present their findings at
the Environmental Systems Research Institute’s Annual Geographic
Information Systems User Conference. More

FHSU’s online programs continue to appear in
national rankings, making education possible
07/06/16
An online education is on the minds of more students, parents and
caregivers each day as balancing full-time jobs and life’s challenges
makes earning a degree on campus seem impossible.
With more than 20 years of online experience and more than 40 online
programs, Fort Hays State University makes its mark on more ranking
sites each month as one of the top online choices for earning an
associate, bachelor’s or master’s degree from home. More

Students study aerodynamics in week-long
camp
07/05/16
Fort Hays State University’s Science and Mathematics Education
Institute recently hosted it’s sixth summer camp, “The Science of
Aerodynamics.”
The camp taught students about aerodynamics and the elements of
flight through various experiments and projects, including creating their
own aircraft. More
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